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Anthrax scare
causes UPS
mail caution
> BY JOSEPHINE ECKERT

WEEKLY ENTERTAINMENT — Toast Greatly, Now Parrots plays in the cafe Nov. 7. Diversions Cafe and Campus
Music Network are trying to showcase student bands in the cafe and bring musical entertainment to campus.

Confusion arises over student
.seating policies at sports events
> BY NICK EDWARDS
Amid the drama the football team has faced on the field
this season, students cheering them on disputed with administration when standing students blocked the view of other paying fans.
The students were forced to sit down during the game, and
one student who refused was forcefully removed from the stadium.
"The moment we showed up at the game they yelled at us
and told us to sit down," junior Brandon Ashenbrener said.
Ashenbrener attended the Homecoming game, the second
game at which students were asked to refrain from standing.
"I could understand if they had a problem with profanity
or things that are out of line, but standing up at football games?"
he said.
According to Athletic Director Richard Ulrich, a long-standing University policy reserves the first five rows of the stadium; the remaining rows are reserved for other paying fans.
When students sat three or four rows up above their designated seating area and stood up, they blocked the view of paying customers, who, according to Ulrich, were parents of players.
"We were dealing with two unhappy groups. One, the stu-

dents because they couldn't stand, and two, the (other) fans
because they couldn't see with the students standing," Ulrich
said. "There were feelings rubbed wrong on both sides, and
my immediate response was to ask the students to sit."
Following the day's conflict, Ulrich consulted students and
his staff in order to determine a policy that would satisfy both
groups. They decided that although students are still asked to
sit within the designated seating area, they are allowed to stand
up as long as they stand on the floor of the stadium and not on
the seats.
"Obviously we want the students there (at the games). We
want their support, and we don't want to inhibit them in any
manner," Ulrich said. "But at the same time we have the problem of respecting the rights of paying customers."
Ulrich believes that miscommunication or a lack of communication may have been part of the reason so many students were angered.
"With these kind of things it's difficult to get out information," Ulrich said. "We've not prohibited standing and I think
we've reached a reasonable compromise situation."
Even with the conflict resolved, however, some students
are still upset over the situation.
"I thought it was kind of ironic that they ask for our support
at events, but then criticized us for our support. It's kind of a
mixed message," Ashenbrener said.

With the number of inhalation anthrax cases throughout the
United States growing, the University of Puget Sound has taken
precautions to prevent anthrax coming into the mail system.
In response to the anthrax threat, Director of Business Services John Hickey, Director of Security Services Todd Badham
and the mail services staff had a meeting. Hickey said the group
established that the mail services staff should be cautious and
try to identify suspicious-appearing envelopes or packages
before the mail is distributed to students and faculty were reviewed. This was based on the information that the University
could collect about suspicious mail. The staff was also given
the option to wear gloves, which were provided, when sorting
mail.
"Mail (services) has been prepped on what to look for. They
are our first line of defense," Badham said. "I'm confident that
suspicious materials won't make it into a student's box."
In an attempt to make students, faculty and staff aware of
what to look for, a campus-wide e-mail has been sent out.
"The biggest things to look for are (whether) it is from someone you know or it is something you were expecting," Badham
said.
Other things that are important to look for include insufficient postage, oily or dirty appearance, misspellings, no return
address, powder on the exterior or a return address city that
doesn't match the postmark.
"The University has some protection before we get the mail
because it goes through the postal system, where there is a
screening process," Hickey said. "Then we have another screening by our services, and the last is up to the individual recipient."
Three ordinary envelopes have been identified as suspicious
by the mailroom staff and were inspected by Badham. One
was an athletics questionnaire-type envelope that had the University address as the return address and the postmark from
another city. Another was a poorly addressed advertisement
for the Biology Department.
If something is identified as containing anthrax or as a suspicious package on campus, the first action would be to contain it using plastic bags or to cover it with anything that is
available. The Tacoma Police would be contacted and respond
with fire fighters, as well as a HAZMAT team if they find it
necessary.
"(We would) rely on city response," Badham said. "The
police would work with us to determine the extent of the problem, and the University would continue to be involved with it

Please see ANTHRAX, page 2
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ANTHRAX: UPS on alert
Continued from page 1

Health and Wellness Services Terri Selvage
said. "(We are) looking for something that
through the duration of the investigation."
links them together, like living in the same
The Health Department has informed the
house."
University, especially the Counseling, Health
Antibiotics can stop these bacteria if they
and Wellness Services, on what symptoms are
are administered prior to the onset of the sympindicative of inhalation anthrax. The Univertoms. However, no treatment with antibiotics
sity is in contact with the Communical Diswould be done at the University. There is a
ease Unit of the
vaccine for this illHealth Department so
ness, but - it is only
that the University
distributed for milican report any person
tary use.
that might have anInhalation anthrax-like symptoms
thrax is in the form of
and so that it can respores that make
spond to any cases
their way through the
with the appropriate
respiratory system,
drugs that they have
where they germion hand.
nate into bacteria
"I think that we are
which multiply and
reasonably con—John Hickey, Busiproduce toxins that
cerned," Hickey said.
kill nearby cells. The
ness Services Director
"Although there is
toxin spreads
nothing to indicate
through the circulathat college and unitory system, causing
versity campuses, esorgan failure and
pecially UPS, are being targeted. It is not
death within as little as 48 hours.
highly likely, but in today's world we must be
"The likelihood of something happening is
aware. And try to be responsible, prepared, and
low," Selvage said. "There has been no anrelatively alert."
thrax or anthrax exposure in the Northwest.
Symptoms of inhalation anthrax include
... But it will be difficult when . flu season hits.
fever, fatigue, malaise, shortness of breath and
People will think it is anthrax because of the
occasional cough and chest discomfort, evolvscares."
ing into severe respiratory distress. The sudStudents are asked to be alert for anything
den onset of severe respiratory distress is not
that seems suspicious and to call Security Sercommon in other sicknesses such as not in a
vices if they find something that is out of the
head cold or the flu.
ordinary.
"We are looking for an unusual (pattern)
"It's important for people to use their comof patients who were healthy and suddenly bemon sense. Be cautious, but don't panic,"
came ill," Assistant Director of Counseling,
Badham said.

44
...there is nothing to
indicate that college
and university campuses, especially UPS,
are being targeted.
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JONES OR ART EXHIBIT —Art Professor Ronald Fields gives a tour to explain the
significance of the Abby Williams Hill paints that are being displayed on the walls of Jones.
,

Northwest artist's works •
give flare to Jones Hall
> BY KATE LEVIN
To coincide with the newly remodeled
Jones Hall, a number of paintings by one of
the Northwest's landscape artists, Abby Williams Hill, have been added to the walls of the
first floor.
The set of about 100 paintings was donated
to UPS between 1954 and 1976 by Romayne
B. Hill, the daughter of Abby Hill.
Until now, all of these paintings have been
under the care of Art Department professor
Ronald Fields.
"UPS was the only place in town that had
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a gallery," Fields said.
Though only eight of the 100 works were
chosen to be displayed in Jones, plans for other
exhibitions are underway.
The majority of Hill's work consists of
landscape paintings, and some canvases include Mt. Rainier, the Hood Canal, King's
Canyon and Yellowstone.
Mail Distribution Coordinator Elaine
Nagelmakers feels that "it's a privilege to have
her artwork here.
"It's great to have more information about
her paintings and about her life. ...I look forward to being able to exhibit other paintings,"
Nagelmakers said.
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come true for a loving couple
who very much want to be
parents. We're hoping for a
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blond with blue or green
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Seattle area. $2500 compensation provided for your time
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New registration process put to
the test in Spring registration
At the beginning of this semester, the incoming freshmen were the first to use the new class registration system,
which will be used for all classes during spring 2002 registration. This system, which functions through the Cascade
Web section of the UPS web site, was designed to make
registration quicker and easier for everyone.
In past years, each student has gone to an individual
registration appointment intended to take about half an hour.
The student sat down at a computer terminal, where a workstudy student assisted in actually entering a new schedule.
The work-study students were specifically trained in the
computer system used.
Using the new system, the student can enter his or her
own schedule directly into the computer via a registration
Web page. According to Assistant Registrar Lori Blake the
new interface is much more intuitive, making the entire
process much faster.
"We were very successful with the freshmen," Blake
said. "We're really hopeful that everything will go as
smoothly as it did before."
Before registration, each student must meet with his or
her adviser to plan a schedule. Then students must go to
McIntyre 324 at their appointed time to register for those
classes.
Last week an e-mail message was sent to all students
containing their Cascade Web user name and password. Students who have questions on their Cascade username or
password, should contact the Office of Information Services (OIS) by visiting the Help Desk in Room 008 of
McIntyre Hall, by calling extension 8585 or by sending an
e-mail message to trouble@ups.edu .
Students registering for applied music lessons must do
so through the School of Music, and students registering
for independent study classes or internships must still come
to the Registrar's Office to register.

Once students have registered, they may then
add or drop courses or get on a waitlist at their
convenience. Open Registration begins Nov. 26,
and students may continue to adjust their schedule until Open Registration closes Jan. 11.
Students who have questions about using the
Registrar's services can visit the Registrar's office in Room 013 of Jones Hall, call extension
3217 or send an e-mail message to
registrar@ups.edu .
—Joel Newman

Plans for improving track
and facilities underway
Plans are underway to improve and expand
the track and surrounding facilities. The field will
be the latest in a series of improvements to athletics facilities here.
While plans have not been finalized, the improvements to the track should begin very soon.
"Construction will start this spring after commencement if all things go well. Otherwise, the
improvements to the track will be deferred to
Hannah Seabed. photo
the spring of 2003," Athletics Director Richard
SCARY NIGHT — A student lurks in a costume during the Langlow
Ulrich said.
Haunted House last week. Each year the students living in the
The plans include an expansion of the track
house organize the event that draws many kids from the community.
so that it will have eight lanes, as well as resurfacing the entire track.
"We are also going to widen the field to make it more con- alumnus, coach and faculty member. Peyton is the only
person at Puget Sound who is in the Hall of fame for being
ducive for soccer and women's lacrosse games," Ulrich said.
There are also plans to adjust the field event areas, build a both an exceptional athlete and coach
The field will be named after Peyton because, accordconcession stand and restrooms, further improving Puget Sound
ing to Pierce, his sucessful career as a student athlete and
facilities.
coach have made him a UPS legend.
In a mass e-mail to the campus community, President SuThe improvements are possible by the generosity of a
san Resnek Pierce noted that the project would not only be a
family associated with Puget Sound as well as people who
direct benefit to our athletic programs, but it would enhance
have given gifts in Peyton's name.
campus events such as commencement.
—Carly Kneppers
The field will be named after Joe Peyton, a Puget Sound

Know Your
Numbers
Most Puget Sound
students have 0-4 drinks

0

when they party
Based on the 2ooi CORE survey, most Puget
Sound students make healthy choices when
they party:

2
3
4

5.1

is the average number of drinks
consumed per week

81%

drink 2 or fewer times per week

72%

did not drive under the influence

86%

did not perform poorly on a test or
important project due to drinking
Questions?
Want to get involved?
Call Counseling, Health &
Wellness Services
879 -1567

Know the alcohol policy in The Logger

Based on CORE survey data collected in
random mailing
-I drink = one 12 oz. beer,

2001

from

552 students in a

4-5 oz. wine, i oz. hard liquor

WORLD NEWS
A pin to pop the UPS bubble
Defected Iraqi intelligence agents
claim to have worked at a terrorist
camp near Baghdad. The camp reportedly has been in use since 1995
and has trained Islamic extremists
to commit terrorist acts against
neighboring countries and the U.S.
and Europe.
American forces intensified attacks
again this week focusing heavily on
the Taliban-controlted city of
Kandahar outside of Kabul. Strategic bombing continues to be concentrated along the Taliban front
lines in an attempt to help the Northern Alliance capture Taliban controlled cities that will help crumble
the regime. The Pentagon continues to review its war strategy.
Osama Bin Laden's money supply took a big hit this week when
raids in five states targeted and shut
down financial networks including Al
Taqua and Al-Barakaat, relatively
unregulated financial operations
that funneled money from non-profits and businesses to the Al-Queda
terrorist network.
President Bush also added 62
names to the growing list of suspected associates of the terrorists
and attempted to freeze their assets.
Although it is not clear how effective freezing terrorist assets has
been or will be in preventing future
attacks, Bush has made it clear that
the struggle is an important front in
the broader war against terrorists.
Bush is trying to tighten immigration laws that would help ensure no
future terrorists be granted admission to the country. Among the precautions would be a "foreign terror-

ist tracking group" that would hunt
down, prosecute or expel terrorists in the country.
The New York mayoral race
ended with an upset victory for
Republican billionaire Michael
Bloomberg.
The United States and Russia
have continued to grow diplomatically closer in the past
weeks. The two nations appear
to be close to a deal that would
allow the U.S. to continue with its
missile-defense project and Russia has granted permission for
the U.S. to use military bases in
ex-Soviet Bloc countrie s.
More violence erupted in apparent protest of the American
bombing of Afghanistan when
gunmen burst into a church in
Eastern Pakistan, killing 16 Christians.
Perhaps suggesting the depth
of potential nuclear problems, a
fire broke out in one of Japan's
nuclear reactors. The accident
was the latest of many nuclear
related accidents in the country.
Tutsi and Hutu leaders will try
to peacefully coexist under the
same government in Burundi. A
Tutsi leader will rule for the first
18 months. He will then be succeeded by a Hutu. Violence has
plagued the two ethnic groups for
years and policy makers hope the
diplomatic solution will bring
peaceful resolve to the region.
—Information gathered
from CNN, The Economist,
and The New York Times
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Past reflects current student
concerns about administration
> BY LISA MATYE
Editor's note:
This article was originally printed in
The Trail in 1991. It is the first in a series of articles that will be reprinted in
future issues.
The administration at this university
loves to claim that they allow students
the opportunity to be in the decision
making process. It is true that we are a
unique university in many ways, one of
these ways being that the students are "allowed" representation on faculty, administrative and trustee committees. The
longer I am at this university, the more I
begin to question if this allowance is sincere or only a method of appeasement
for students. One could compare it to the
sense of "false class consciousness" that
Marxist thinkers believe overcomes the
workers of the proletariat. (Not familiar
with it? Look it up.) I am not saying that
this applies to all administrators, and
there are some out there who do honestly
take into consideration student concerns
and questions, but this should be the case
with theentire administration.
This school offers us (the students)
services at the sum of approximately
$16,000. Our tuition (along with other
donated funds) finances this university.

The salary of the President and other
administrators is paid with our money.
In turn, we expect to receive a quality
education and trust the administration to
provide for the continued and smooth operation of the school. By the time we
graduate the average person will have
contributed (in
one form or another) $30,000
to $60,000 (or
more!) to the
university. In
addition, you
will be called in
your alumni
years and asked
to continue your
contributions.
Think about this in terms of an investment, for example, in a business as a
stockholder. As a stockholder, you are allowed to vote and help decide corporate
issues, which is why students are allowed
representation on committees.
The problem arises when students
question the administrations expenditures and the reasons for them and are
treated to a reply that is basically a pat
on the head and a trite "Oh, you wouldn't
understand," or "Trust us, we know what
is best." If students are asking questions,
the administration owes us a straight an-
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swer. It is our money they are talking
about spending. And if you aren't asking questions, you should be.
Unfortunately, it is very difficult for
students to show their disapproval of
such things by taking their business elsewhere. This would be the case if we
didn't like the service
at some other place of
business (for example, a store or restaurant). It is not that
we don't like the education, but that we
should be entitled to
(and this school pronhised us) the opportunity to have our say as
students and not just
be a number in the masses. Was this a
hollow promise?
The students are constantly told that
they have the opportunity to be involved
through many different mediums, such
as the above mentioned committees.
I contend that it is our duty to make
sure that the administration is not just attempting to appease us, but it is actually
answering our questions and listening
and acting on our concerns.
We should insist on this and not just
meekly accept what they offer us. After
all, whose $16,000 a year is it anyway?

How stressed
are you?
Andrea Tull,
senior

If students are asking questions, the
administration owes
us a straight answer.

"I'm writing my
senior thesis, does
that answer your
quesion?"

Julie Meyer,
junior
"This week will be my
hell week but after that
I'll be okay"

Arrogance unwarranted and unwanted
Overconfidence in abilities reflects
poor judgement, maturity
> BY CHAI BLAIR-STAHN
Typical scenario in Diversions Cafe:
Student #1: "My comparative sociology
class is really hard! I don't know how
I'm going to ever be prepared for the test
on Tuesday!" Student #2: "Really, you
think so? I took the same class in high
school, only it was harder, and I still got
bored. I swear, I even knew more than
my teacher! If you need any help, just ask me; I'm sure I
know it already."
Hold on. If there's one thing that that really bothers me, it's
arrogance. People take excessive pride in themselves and love
to show off what they're good at or can do better than someone just a tad too much. Just because you go to UPS or did exceptionally well in high school, you
do not possess the right to act excessively presumptuous and speak
with such authority as if you're a
professor when you're just a college freshman.
All too often, people similar to
that second student have no idea
what they are talking about and
couldn't help people like the first
student if they tried.
Being better at something than
someone doesn't give you a reason to flaunt it. Everyone is
better at something than someone else, and I have no doubt in
my mind someone is better at something than you.
Personally, I'd rather suck at everything and have humility
'
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.

Jason Hirano,
sophomore

than be extremely talented and egocentric about it. Having a
great talent, like being able to write beautiful poetry, has no
appeal if the writer is self-absorbed because of it. Talent and
arrogance cancel each other out, at least in my mind.
It is much more fun to be friends with someone who can
relax and who isn't constantly trying to find ways to talk about
themselves. Hanging out with people should not be about trying to show them up or show off. Moreover, humble people
tend to be good at things, but still maintain a level of modesty"
and have a firmer grasp of putting their skills in perspective to
the rest of the world, which is a true talent.
People convey their arrogance in all sorts of ways from
being "cooler" than someone else, to intelligence and wit, to
proficiency at various activities. This sometimes makes me
wonder if the individuals realize they appear ridiculously full
of themselves. As I'm sure there are some cases in which a
person doesn't even know they seem conceited, I don't doubt
that there are many who are just plain full of themselves.
Everyone: be proud of yourself and your hard work; but
don't go too far, it's disgusting. Being honest and recognizing good
looks or impressive skills is one thing,
but being blinded by haughtiness is
going overboard.
Life isn't all about competition,
being the best and trying to impress
everyone — it's more a personal inner journey of learning.
If people are being really dumb,
don't rub it in their face by showing
off; they are probably already aware
of their deficiencies and feel bad
enough. If people are being really arrogant, try to tolerate them. If you are arrogant, try to change,
so as not to annoy me anymore.

"This question is
creating an immense
amount of stress, I
can 't handle it."

Spencer Cushing,
freshman
"On a scale of 110, I'm a 4. My
classes are really
not that hard this
semester"

. . . be proud of yourself
and your hard work,
but don't go too far:
it's disgusting.

Shoniee Moorehead,
Dining and Conference
Services
"Three days out of
five, I'M stressed,
the only thing that
pulls me through are
the cool students."

P110 WRESTLING
Fri. Nov. 16th @ 8:00pm
Temple Theatre
47 St. Helens Ave.
Tacoma
Advance Tickets
available at all
Ticketmaster
outlets $15/10
pwf-wrestling.net

listen to KUPS online....
http://kups.ups.edu/
listen.html

Survey Results:
a)

I'm a walking, talking stress case - 49%
b) Stress is a part time job - 40%
c) Stress? What stress? - 11%
200 students surveyed the week of Oct. 29
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Peaceful diplomacy offers better alternative to war
cede victory to the U.S.? Do we think that the Taliban is the
only regime in the Middle East that will aid Al- Qaeda? Do we
think that a group of individuals that knowingly sacrifice
their lives for their cause will
ever abandon it?
Terrorists will not back
down from this fight, so we
must seek to end the fight altogether through other nonviolent means.
Diplomacy is the higher
road and the more difficult
path. I do not claim that diplomacy will work without a
doubt —but ifAmerica's conscience is to stay clean, it must at least be attempted. Because,
simply put, diplomacy does not kill.
I value both Afghani and American lives. The fighting is
sure to go on until the fight itself has been called off. I do not
want to see more bombs dropped and I do not want to see

> BY JOHN MOORE
There is a war going on right now
and I am opposed to it.
According to recent polls, this puts
a me in the very small minority. Every' where I look, the argument for war goes
unchallenged. But that does not make
the argument strong. Ninety percent of
Americans are using an unchallenged
and therefore unproven argument to justify the war. It is unchallenged by the media, government and the public at large.
15 By writing this, I am merely responding to the justifications given for this war, which to me are unjustifiable. So even
if you disagree with my argument, you can at least thank me
for making yours stronger. After all, an unchallenged argument is a weak one.
The violence of Sept. 11 can never be justified. I support
President Bush's stance that the terrorists must at all times be
held accountable.
So let us hold them accountable, instead of wiping them
out. By attacking the terrorists and the Taliban regime that
protects them, the U.S. becomes judge, jury and executioner.
Diplomacy relies on a morality that war discards. By fighting, we don't give morals any say in the matter.
I wonder if Barbara Bush ever told her son that fighting
doesn't solve anything. I wonder if 90 percent of American
mothers did either. Does this ancient adage not apply to foreign policy? Apparently it does not.
But it should. Our foreign policy should be an extension
of our moral policy. Applying different rules to people solely
because they were not born in the United States is wrong. It
instead creates a prejudicial division which, in turn, creates
misunderstanding and conflict.
Days after the attack, we were in a war— our paths of
communication with Middle Eastern states were weakened,
if not completely severed. Our military should be our last
resource, but because we have used it so hastily, it has become virtually our only resource. Diplomatic pressure has
been unexplored as a possible strategy to bring terrorists .to
justice.
I am not under the simplistic and naïve notion that AlQaeda could be brought to justice easily. Diplomatic and economic pressure takes longer to build up than military arsenals. But if lasting international and domestic peace is the
objective, then militaristic violence should not be our strategy.
The U.S. is trying to win the battle instead of solving the
conflict. War only destroys, and does not create. We must not
be destructive, but constructive in our efforts against terrorism. Peace does not magically appear when all else is destroyed. It must be created.
Are we foolish enough to think that war will somehow
make this organization see the error of their ways and con-
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more anthrax mailed. I do not believe that the lives already
lost to terrorism justify more loss of life.
I value my own life as
well, and this war, although in
its early stage, has made me
fearful for it.
During the Vietnam War,
soldiers were drafted. Today,
American people have been
drafted. Terrorism threatens
citizens' lives because terrorists attack a society and not its
military.
Rhetoric can persuade either way. I have listened to the
Bush administration, the media and 90 percent of the American people, and their arguments are indeed persuasive. But my conscience cannot be
persuaded.
I think, feel and believe that violence is wrong and death
should be avoided; therefore I cannot support this war.

. . . if lasting international
and domestic peace is the
objective, then militaristic
violence should not be our
strategy.
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Airtime charges apply. Anytime minutes are available on the Cingular
CA/NV/WA/ID network. Calls subject to taxes, long distance, roaming, universal
service fee or other charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and weekend
minutes apply to calls made or received within CA/NV/WA/ID network. Airtime in
excess of any package minutes will be charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50.
Digital phone and Cingular Wireless long distance are required. Airtime and other
measured usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call for
billing purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the next billing
period and are forfeited. Optional features may be cancelled after initial term of
the service contract. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract
and store for details. ©2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the IT
3300 series phones are trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its
affiliates. Cingular Wireless, "What do you have to say?" and the graphic
R.
icon are Service Marks of Cingular Wireless LLC. ©2001 Cingular Wireless Bes•mm•
Be We
Oa Ca...
LLC. All rights reserved.
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Underachievers require motivation, not welfare
> BY AUREA ASTRO

.

Not to veer into
some sassy right-wing
tirade, but why do we
continually support
people who refuse to
help themselves?
I accede to the requisite effort to provide
a safety net of last resort for those unfortunate
victims of life's many catch-22's who aren't
able to transcend an unlucky sequence of hard
hits. It is imperative that we support those who
are disadvantaged by an unequal playing field
by the very beginning — I champion social
welfare programs for individuals who have
tried but failed to pursue better alternatives.
However, I do at the same time wholeheartedly believe that a hefty mass of the nation's
unaccomplished are just basically apathetic,
unindustrious and unmotivated loafers who
wouldn't know work ethic if it slapped them
upside the head.
I doubt any society better represents such
flagrant differentials between the affluent and
ends-meet crowd than my hometown in Honolulu, Hawaii.
I've been begrudgingly exposed to the lowest end of the social spectrum within Hawaii's
public school system. Wrought with students
who detested authority, academics and welloff white people, and who sought solace in
pointless loitering and illegal substances, our
urban school students represent the paragon
of poverty.
They've been bred into a self-propagating
life of subsistence wages and menial jobs. The
mass stockpile of funds for education hoarded
by the Department of Education is notorious
for not funneling down into the actual schools
'themselves until election time, and Hawaii's
students at both the primary and secondary
level are until then left without supplies or
teachers with much incentive.
Placed in this position, where do you turn?
How do kids improve a future that doesn't
exist? How does any individual pull themselves up by the bootstraps when they have
no boots?
The circumstances they have to deal with
are sad, but they way I've seen my lessadvantaged counterparts deal with it is even

more discouraging. And that is what is important to understand. If you're making a bad situation worse, you have no right to government
generosity or public compassion. This is why
I solidly avow our need to not only constrict
welfare to its most limited form, but to deny
kids like these and the unproductive adults they
become any sympathy.
I've watched and listened to the incessant
acts of violence displayed by our inner-city
public school students, watched them flash
knives, fondle weed in broad daylight and
without reservation, conspire to cause trouble,
swear at their
teachers in class,
swear at their
teachers outside of
class, and in general grow into adult
hoodlums with a
self-indulgent propensity for substance-abuse and
aspirations of leaving a trail of havoc.
I had at one
point wrote off
these under-21 ruffians as immature and misguided. But then I realized these are but the
seeds for like-minded adults and the minimumwage crew that steal my tax money to support
their seven children and pay the cable bill. And
it really bothers me.
I worked for eight weeks in a highly successful law firm with 40 high-powered attorneys who basically lived to manipulate, play
golf and revel in their designer pastries imported from Europe. I love a posh-fest, but

GG

even this made me uncomfortable.
But not as uncomfortable as the fact that I
was not working with the witty law school
graduates upstairs, but aspiring felons in the
mailroom downstairs. My coworkers consisted
of four high school drop-outs, two community college rejects, an embittered supervisor
with a nervous twitch and a boss who left the
mailroom every 15 minutes to chain-smoke
outside. I soon realized that these were the end
results of the intermediate school hooligans
who caroused the streets at midnight thinking
the world owed them a good time and an expensive automobile.
They commuted by
bus, couldn't afford
dental and health care
had the firm not covered it, performed the
same brainless tasks
day after day, spoke
broken English corrupted by heavy local
pigeon and still, at the
ages between 17 and
49; lived with their parents in low-income
residential clusters. Most of them held a second job and all of them were receiving some
form of government assistance and at many
times had vociferously expressed disdain for
the attorney's upstairs.
My supervisor loved to allege that our
mayor was accumulating tax money for his
own selfish coffers. His accusations were
widely agreed upon. I wanted to tell them their
piddly tax contributions weren't large enough
to even fill a coffer and that the attorneys up-

I was shocked and
appalled at the fact
that we even support
these people with a
minimum wage.

stairs had to work literally from January to
June each year to pay off the unfair progressive income tax system, but I realize those
quick to fall are just quick to blame.
Too many people glance over a situation
like this, wrought with conspicuous inadequa- a
cies by the Lexus-driving profit-maximizers
and•us-riding subsistence-wagers and think,
"gosh, we need to give more to those that have
less because their life is obviously harder so
they obviously deserve it."
Some are shocked and appalled at the inequalities between those mailroom servants
and the attorneys, but I'm shocked and appalled at the fact we even support such people
with a minimum wage. They have consciously placed themselves in miserable positions and pursued a life of reluctant simplicity. They experimented with drugs under
the bleachers during the game, boasted their fir
promiscuity at an early-age, disregarded
school because it wasn't cool and now expect those who've struggled up the ladder to
provide assistance.
I'm not spiteful of the financially challenged or arguing against people who can't
make it for reasons beyond their control. I •
can't stand those kids devoid of a work ethic,
shun the system, curse school and then become Joe Sixpack and Free Love Lucy and
curse everyone else. I concede it is hard to
discern who is abusing the welfare system,
and who is using it to get back on their feet.
What the welfare system and social programs in general need is a limited use basis,
something that elevates their assistance as a
privilege, not a right. Don't sympathize and
coddle, educate and discipline.
,
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it, than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
I can answer any LSAT question - let me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915
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Outdoors program provides escape from campus life
In addition to last weekend's movie, past
groups have met for speakers and a "leave no
trace" style cookout at the Outhaus. Canny
Where there's a trail it is likely that Puget pointed out that "leave no trace," the practice
Sound students have walked it.
of leaving nature exactly as it was, is a vital
With the help of Puget Sound Outdoors Copart of the Puget Sound Outdoors experience.
ordinator Justin Canny, students can partici"It's a lot to learn," Canny said.
pate in weekend trips to places like the SouthInvolvement in trips reached 433 students
em Washington Cascades, the Olympic Mounlast year, which is up 61
tains and just about anypercent from 265 students
where else they would
two years ago. Both years'
want to go.
numbers also include stuSophomore Liz Oakes,
Our goal is to
dents participating in Paswho lives in the Puget
sages, the outdoor orientaSound Outdoors' on-cam- create a safe envition for new students,
pus house, the Outhaus, is
ronment so stuwhich may reflect the inone of the over 50 students
crease in the size of the
dents can get offthat lead trips year-round.
freshman class.
"Whoever on the campus
campus.
"I think we have to work
wants to go can go," Oakes
on
getting
people out there,"
-Justin Canny
said "You can get involved
Canny said. "There's so
anytime you want at any level
Puget Sound
much to do."
you want."
In addition to Passages
Outdoors
The student-led weekand the Outhaus, students
end trips range from upCoordinator
also become involved in
coming women's overnight
the Puget Sound Outdoors
snow caving to last
through Schiff Hall, the
weekend's half-day sea
outdoor themed residence hall, and the studentkayaking which was organized for students
run climbing wall. Involvement in these, howand their parents.
ever, is not a requirement to become a leader.
"Our goal is to create a safe environment
"You don't have to have a lot of experience
so students can get off-campus," Canny said.
leading trips," Oakes said. "Anyone can do it."
The trips, however, are not confined to the
The climbing wall is also the site of this
outdoors. Last weekend, a group took a trip to Sunday's Climbing Festival. In it, students
Seattle to see the Warren Miller produced skiclimb as many routes to the top as they can,
ing movie, "Cold Fusion." Leaders are plan- trying to get the most points. The more diffining another trip to a Tacoma theater to see cult routes have a higher point value attached
the movie again.
> BY KATIE ROSE
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to them.
"It's a challenge," Oakes said. "You just
compare how you did to everyone else."
To become leaders in outdoor activities,
interested students participate in the Outdoor
Leadership Experience (OLE) in the spring.
Leadership is a chance for students "to give back
to the school and the Program," Canny said
He pointed out that the program often has
trouble keeping upper-class students involved
as leaders. Often students study abroad their
junior year and are not as likely to come back
to an outdoor leadership position, Canny said.
As a result, the program looks for freshman
and sophomores to fill those positions.
One trip takes groups of about 12 students

HOW TO SIGH UP FOR A TRIP
Go to the Expeditionary (equipment rental
and trip planning office located behind
Student Development on 15th street) to sign
up for trips.
Pre-trip meetings are madatory;
times and locations will be posted
and explained when you sign up.
Trips are on a first come, first-serve
basis, and payment of trip fees will
reserve your spot.
To minimize our impact on the
environment and on other users,
trips are limited to 8-10 perticipants
plus two student leaders.
Refund Policy Because Puget Sound
Outdoors' trips are subsidized, once you pay
for a trip there are no refunds ...unless you
find someone to take your place prior to the
first pre-trip meeting.

Photo courtesy Puget Sound Outdoors Program

CUICK REFERENCE
Outdoor Programs Office:
Student Development, 3209 N.
15th, next to Student Employment
pugetsoundoutdoors@ups.edu
253.879.3317

Expeditionary (rentals):
Behind Student Development, just
call or stop by
253.879.3403

Outhaus (theme living):
1118 N. Lawrence, red house with
moon on it. outhaus@ups.edu
253.879.4038

Climbing Wall:..
Inside the fitness center
climbing@ups.edu
253.879.3401

476-9869
fi".)171:1
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to Utah over Spring Break for a week of outdoor leadership training. Another group leaves
at the end of the school year to go backpacking on the Washington coast.
"It's a trip that's very memorable for
people," Canny said.
"They're both really awesome," Oakes added.
On the trips, groups learn how to lead trips
of their own, how do deal with adverse conditions and how fix any other problems that may
arise while out on a trip.
Oakes has enjoyed her experience leading trips.
"It's very worthwhile," she said. "Lots of
people come to college without much experience outdoors. It's great to share it."

PADDLE AND SAY CHEESE — Canoeing was only one of many options for
freshman and transfer students on Passages, a part of the orientation program
at the beginning of the year. Students enjoyed many aspects of outdoor life
while participating in this program.

Tenure program proves
long and arduous process
> BY SARA RAMEY
The process of getting tenure takes years
of workby the faculty member under review,
other faculty, the department chair and the Faculty Advancement Committee.
"It's a very difficult decision to make,"
Terry Cooney, academic vice president, said.
The Faculty Advancement Committee
plays a key role in making a decision regarding tenure. The committee, headed by Cooney,
consists of five tenure-line faculty. They spend
two hours twice a week discussing around 50
to 60 cases a year, 15 of which require a formal decision on whether or not a faculty member should be granted tenure or be promoted.
The Faculty Bylaws state the three attributes that the committee is looking for when
making a tenure decision: teaching ability,
professional growth and university service.
"Here, teaching is the -most important
thing," Cooney said. While all three aspects
are important, the University doesn't want to
hire someone who doesn't teach well.
On their end, faculty members must prepare
a file every three years. The files include syllabi, assignments, professional materials, two
to four semesters of student reviews, a self-assessment and anything else the faculty member
would like to include.
The file is then read by faculty colleagues,
who write letters that then help in making a
departmental evaluation. All of this then goes
before the Faculty Advancement Committee.
"It's different than having a hierarchical
structure," Cooney said, since everyone is involved in the evaluation process.

After this long process the faculty file and
all the recommendations go to University
President Susan Resneck Pierce.
"The president is charged under the code to
make an independent decision," Cooney said.
The Board of Trustees then reviews the information and makes the final decision.
The faculty member gets copies of every 7
thing if they so chose. Many decide, however,
to have a closed file, looking only at the general evaluations made by the department and
the Faculty Advancement Committee.
About two-thirds of the current faculty on
campus have tenure. The percentage of faculty
that have tenure has remained constant within a
5 percent margin since the early 1970s. There is
also a fairly normal distribution of age among
the faculty, with around 72 over the age of 50
and most in the 30 to 60 year range.
"(Faculty) care passionately about what
they do," Cooney said. The average faculty
member works 65 to 75 hours a week. This
includes time preparing for classes and working on professional research projects.
"Teaching is a lot more demanding than
people think," he said.
Many faculty take a sabbatical once every
seven years. As Cooney said, "It's good for
people to step away for a while" and "refresh
the intellectual capital."
It is not only tenured faculty that can step
away for a while. The University also offers
money through the Nelson Fellowships program. There are external grants that faculty
are encouraged to apply for and other universities can also invite the faculty member to
come teach as a visiting professor.
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Various religious beliefs affect the lives and
attitudes of UPS students by building communities and strengthening interpersonal relationships
> BY ERIN RYAN
College is a chance to
question everything,
from music to sex
to modifying
world views. In
the subsequent
progress of perception and self,
there is reason to
explore and revise
one's religion. While
faith is an integral
part of many UPS students' lives, it seems
to often come second to
schoolwork, sports and social
activities.
There is so much to do
and consider for college
students, God often
takes a backseat to
graduating.
One student, who
preferred to remain
anonymous, perceives
a higher power that is
more temporal than spiritual, more indefinite than exact. She is a senior English major. She loves children, gardening
and Martha Stewart. She does not
believe in God.
"I probably don't believe," the student said. "There's this negative connotation of atheism, but I don't have the kind
of faith to believe in something I don't
knoWexists." The student proclaimed
herself a humanist, someone
who sees human actions, achievements
and consequences as
ultimately under human control. She acknowledged the
Bible as a "historically
important text," but
a.;iggoAeA,a
W

What role
does religion
play in your
life?

added that it didn't interest her otherwise.
"I don't do things because I'm fearful or
trying to please, but I like to think I'm in sync
with some universal force," she said_ "Even if
I'm not and don't at all understand this life,
it's still happening. My questioning it doesn't
change a thing."
Another student, senior Michael Smith, disagrees. He is a member of the Honors Program,
a former RA and a history buff who has an
appreciation for Broadway musicals. He is also
a devout Catholic and an active member of the
Catholic Campus Ministry.
"I live in the Catholic house, and every
morning we pray together," Smith said. "It's
about peace and meditation on the coming
day... I take three or four breaths of gratitude
before every meal, and every Tuesday and
Sunday I go to church." Smith also volunteers
on a weekly basis to "contribute and share liturgy in the context of social justice."
The roots and structure of his deep faith,
Smith said, are based on "community tradition, church teachings and the scripture."
"It is impossible to conceive of God or have
a relationship with him independent of other
people," Smith said. He sees the community
aspect of worship as culturally transcendent
and spiritually crucial and said that even a socially isolated person shares "a bond with nature; a feeling of the force of creation that is
all around."
Smith admitted that his beliefs were essentially shaped by familial and doctrinal custom.
"It doesn't bother me," he said. "I wasn't
part of an evangelical conversion, and I embrace tradition with a critical eye. There is one
God and one truth for me, but I realize that
different people speak different spiritual languages — there are different truths for them."
For Smith, sacrifice is a supplement to truth,
and he has given up a lot in the pursuit of piety. This includes not having time for music,
studying and his old dreams of a red Porsche,
a beautiful woman and the Alps.
"Sometimes I miss those things," Smith
said, "but they're never as fulfilling as the call
and demonstration of faith."

Luke Dell,

Senior Mark Warren argued that cake can
be had and eaten too, even if it's the sacrament. He mentioned nothing about hot cars or
women, but insisted religion can be both personally and spiritually fulfilling.
"There is a big difference in how I worship here and how I worship at home," Warren said. "But everything I do here is in line
with my moral beliefs. If it's not, the only person I'm hurting is myself, and even this can
show me a better way to do things." Warren
said that his study of the Bible and the traditions of his Baptist upbringing help him analyze religion and apply the parts of it which
he finds valuable.
"The personal transcends the political,"
Warren said, "and if you don't ask questions,
you miss an opportunity to strengthen or
change your faith."
Regarding his thoughts on the existence of
God, Warren said:
"It's arrogant to assume explanations on either side... One of the tenets of Christianity is
to share without intimidating or alienating
people. So I look for opportunities, and if I
make someone think, I feel like I have done
my job."
Warren admitted to being distracted by
school, but that he ultimately thinks of "following God's will" and giving "credit where
credit is due" in his life.
Regardless of the form and function of religion in these specific students' lives, all three
were aware of its presence and variable effect
on their college experience.
"It's a topic as big as the universe," the
anonymous student reflected, "and I can't get
my arms around it. I don't think believing in
God is a' bad thing, but it's not the right thing
for me."
"I am passionate about my religion. I don't
pay attention to my personal relationships as
much as my relationship with God, but that's
part of the effort of faith," Smith said_
"I'm not running around yelling hallelujah
or anything, but my daily experience is richer
and more peaceful when I recognize God in
my life," Warren said.
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Religious organizations build community
> BY KRISTEN MILLER
The Religious OrganizationS Council
(ROC) on campus works to support and
help students explore spirituality and faith.
It achieves this goal by requiring each religious group to be student led and operated Under guidelines set forth by ASUPS,
seven groups of students and their advisers are trying to cater to the campus
community's needs.
he University was originally affiliated with the United Methodist Church, but a legal affiliation
no longer exists between them.
As University of Pugei Sound Chaplain
Jim Davis said, "the University simply acknowledges their historical relationship"
to the Methodist Church.
Since the University is now secular, it
maintains a neutral view on religion by
outlawing proselytizing. In lay terms,
proselytizing means "to convert." A fine
line exists between trying to convert people
to a particular faith and advertising or recruiting members to join a group. The ambiguity of the term can be frustrating, especially for smaller groups.
ome people on campus might
not know what groups the University officially recognizes,
simply because proselytizing is
something groups want to avoid. The ROC
zonsists of representatives from all seven
organizations: the Catholic Campus Ministry (CCM), Christian Science Organization, InterVarsity Christian Fellowship,
Jewish Student Organization (JSO), Latter-Day Saint Student Association
:LDSSA), Lighthouse and United Methodist Fellowship (UMeth). Each group is
accessible to anyone on campus, no mat-
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ter his or her beliefs.
How can groups make themselves more
widely known, and therefore accessible,
without breaking the rules? The answer is
by getting involved in the community,
working for philanthropies and diversifying their activities.
Although they approach their campus
involvement differently, every group does
something to this end.
"We do weekday Morning Prayer at the
CCM house, various social events, and
community service activities," Christina
Jacobson, co-ROC representative for
CCM, said.
he Christian Science Organization's copresident Carrie Peterson said
that they will be sponsoring a lecture on Nov. 15 at 7 p.m. in WSC
201 entitled "A Spiritual View to
Crime and Violence" given by Christine
Herlinger.
"Again, everyone is welcome,"
Peterson said.
Accessibility is important to Erica Cole,
an off-campus adviser for InterVaristy.
"We have weekly Bible studies in
Seward/Langlow, A/L, Todd/Phibbs,
Harrington, Regester, Schiff and the upperclassman houses," Cole said. "Our
weekly worship time is also open to everyone."
JSO provides diversity within the
mostly Christian ROC. Senior Ken Hartford, the ROC representative for JSO said,
"During my junior year, I was the only
member." JSO now has about 10 regular
members and 25 on an e-mail list. Hartford cited a growing interest in Judaism
on campus due to programs geared toward
educating the community as the reason for
the group's number increase.

l/

LDSSA tries to make itself known for its
nurturing qualities. The president of this
Mormon group, Karli Bryan, said,
"LDSSA's official function is to provide a
web of support for each other" while trying to "spiritually nourish each other."
ighthouse, a non-denominational
Christian ministry on campus,
has the largest amount of people
in its group. Lighthouse ROC
representative Noah Chang said, "The
group pushes people to serve individually,
like after school tutoring." Their philanthropic work also inclUdes donating nonperishable items to My Sister's Pantry, a
local food bank.
UMeth, according to its ROC representative Shannon Dunn, is "an accessible discussion group" that talks about religious,
social and political issues. The group,
Dunn added, is "non-evangelical and open
to everyone regardless of faith, sexual on
race, ethnicity, gender, etc."
All seven groups can work collectively
with the ROC, which is part of the Center
for Spirituality and Justice. Community
service is important for all these groups.
Rev. Davis said that philanthropies,
namely Pierce County Hunger Walk,
Thanksgiving Fast and Hunger Week, help
educate the campus community about the
goals of ROC and the Center for Spirituality and Justice.
iversity is another issue Davis
wants to see addressed.
"We need a Muslim Student
Organization," he said. Davis
hopes to see a Baha'i group in the near
future. He sees diversity as a necessary step
to ensuring that students can "explore,
grow and develop" their faith and themselves during their time at the University.
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Student plans new campus religious group
Sophomore Sara Staller, the leader of a movement to reinstate
the Baha'i Faith as a religious group on campus, knows how difficult a task starting a new campus organization can be. Already
active in the local Baha'i community, Staller is excited and energetic about bringing a historically active group back campus.
"It's the most widespread religion in the world, but you
wouldn't know it at this campus!" Staller said.
The faith itself is 157 years old, and follows the teachings of
Baha'u'llah, who was born in Persia. According to the Baha'i
tradition, Baha'u'llah is a manifestation of God (comparable to
the positions of Moses, Zoroaster, Buddha, Christ, Muhammad
and others).
"Baha'is believe that Baha'u'llah's message was part of a Progressive Revelation, giving people teachings that are right for this
time, based upon the previous teachings of other manifestations
of God," Staller said about the religion.
The teachings encompass a belief in the "equality between
men and women, elimination of racism, the oneness and unity of
humanity and the agreement of science and religion, universal
education and promotion of world peace."
Followers of Baha'i are "dedicated to serving mankind," Smiler
said. To serve mankind in her own way, Staller is trying to start a
Baha'i club here on campus.
Like the University of Puget Sound Chaplain, Jim Davis, Staller
wants more diversity on campus and in the Religious Organiza-

ahat'i unofficial)

Contact Ken l artford,

tions Council. In order to bring Baha'i Faith officially to campus, Staller must undergo a process for registering and gaining
recognition for her club through ASUPS. She has already completed the first step of meeting with Davis. Now she must submit a statement of purpose, a list of leaders and the name of a
faculty adviser.
Staller has encountered problems obtaining a faculty adviser, though.
"I don't seem to know the right professors to be interested in
advising the club," Staller said. The adviser does not need to be
a Baha'i, and Staller encouraged any interested faculty to contact her.
Even if she is unable to find a faculty adviser, Staller will
continue her involvement in the larger Tacoma Baha'i community. "I often bring a few friends along to Baha'i events," Staller
said. She added that involvement on campus "might have to wait
until second semester to really get going."
Staller recently started a youth coffee shop night in Tacoma
that everyone is welcome to attend.
"Bring your friends, games, songs, stories, music, poems,
prayers and questions," Staller said in an e-mail advertisement
she sent out to fellow Baha'i enthusiasts.
The next youth coffee shop night is 7:30 p. m. Friday, Nov.
16 at the Tully's Coffee Shop on 764 Broadway in downtown
Tacoma. There will be more meetings to follow on the tentative
dates of Nov. 30 and Dec. 14.
For information about the club, e-mail sstaller@ups.edu .
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JAPANESE
ANIMATION CLUB
JAUPS defies common perception of anime
> BY SARAH NORRIS
For those who thought Japanese animation was tied in an all-exclusive knot to
Sailor
Moon, Pete
West and
There is a mis- Patrick
conception that Karjala say
think again.
we are a bunch
West and
Karjala
are
of overweight
the president
guys still living and vice
with our parents. president reIt is actually an spectively,
of the Japaeven mix of guys nese Animation Club of
to girls.
UPS. Cre-Pete West ated in 1992
and curPresident JAUPS rently 30
members
',strong,
JAUPS
meets Thursdays at 7 p.m. in Room 303 of
McIntyre Hall.
"Everyone is welcome," The JAUPS

Web Site says. "A word of
warning: all our anime is
subtitled so don't forget
to bring your glasses.
Also, while we try to
keep the . noise level
down, there is occasional
heckling of the programs."
JAUPS
club
members watch approximately two
hours of anime every
meeting preceded
only by brief discussion about
each
anime.
"Anime
covers a wide
variety of topics,"
Karjala said. "I would
not call it a cartoon, as
it has deep plot subjects
like a television drama."
"In Japanese animation a big
difference — unlike American
animation — is that it is not necessarily for kids," West said.

"Every genre of television
in America has a Japanese
anime equivalent."
Apart from weekly
anime features, JAUPS
hosts a variety of activities. For Halloween,
JAUPS had a Halloween
costume contest in
which, most members
dressed as an anime
character.
Club members attend two local anime
conventions annually. This April,
many club members and all interested UPS students will
attend one such convention.
Sakuracon,
an
anime convention held at
the SeaTac Hilton Hotel,
serves to totally immerse participants in anime.
"JAUPS is a social club.
There is a misconception that
we are a bunch of overweight

Student combines her passion
for painting with college studies
favorite artistic movements were probably surrealism and the
pop movement in the 1940s.
Her primary subjects are people, often her friends, and she
said that her work has been described by friends as "peoplescapes" as opposed to landscapes.
Lagerman has also played the cello since she was in 4th
grade,
taking private lessons and playing in her high school
> BY AIMEE RAWLINS
orchestra. While she doesn't play in the orchestra here at school,
she still plays for her own enjoyment. Some of her other eduBetween juggling a job, a hefty courseload and extracurcational interests include Latin and art history which she has
ricular activities, many college students do not have the time
studied at UPS.
or the energy to pursue something that they feel passionate
She said that her
about. Sophomore
parents have always
Meredith Lagerman, howbeen very supportever, has found a way to
ive of her art.
combine both her passion
"Sometimes I
in life and her college eduwish that they
cation into one.
weren't so supportLagerman is a studio
ive," she said, "so
art major with an emphathat I could have
sis on painting who thorbuilt-up teenage
oughly loves what she
angst and be the
does.
typical artist who
She came to UPS from
hates their parents
Longmont, Colo., a town
... too bad they're
north of Boulder with
so cool."
about '70,000 people. She
Lagerman said
said she chose this school
her ideal future
because "the art departwould be to sit in
ment was really nice to
her house and paint
me," she loved the campus
all day and to have
and Seattle and she "liked
someone collect
the romantic idea of rain."
and show her art.
Lagerman said "I have
Aimee Pavans photo
Lagerman's work
been drawing since I was ARTIST ON DISPLAY — This piece of Merideth Lagerman's
currently decorates
a fetus," Lagerman said. artwork is currently exhibited at Diversions Cafe.
the walls of the stuShe began painting at age
dio apartment that
15 when her grandma gave her a set of oil paint... Since then,
she lives in this year. Her work has been exhibited in various
she has experimented with different styles of Ling but
cafes in her hometown. One of her paintings is also currently
doesn't really feel like her work falls, specifically into a paron display in Diversions Cafe.
ticular style.
"I would love to travel the world and meet people and paint,"
"If my work had to be defined as something, I guess it
she said. "I don't think that's very practical, but that's what I'd
could be sort of a semi-realism or modernism," she said. Her
like to do."

Meredith Lagerman, a studio art major,
came to UPS because she liked the area,
the proximity to Seattle and the "romantic idea of rain"

guys still living with our parents," West
said. "It is actually an even mix of guys
to girls. Everyone is welcome. There are
no obligations to return."
West and Karjala both acknowledge misconceptions surrounding anime.
"When people think of anime, they think:
fetish and sub cultural," West said.
"Because anime is not restricted in its
content (in Japan), it allows for a wide
variety of topics to be addressed," Karjala
said. "What is put on American television
is heavily edited or the script is rewritten
to accommodate U.S. audiences."
Karjala and West have numerous visions
for the club.
"To see anime accepted and for people
to know what it is — that is my goal," West
said.
"I want anime to be seen as an expression, an art

AP.

Graphics courtesy Pete Cameron

Please
recycle
this
paper
Special
Egg Donor
Needed
If you are 21-33, 5'5-6'0
(wt proportionate), have
brown or blue eyes and
brown hair (curly or wavy
would be a plus), are in
excellent health and have
a healthy family history,
please help an infertile
couple longing to have a
baby by donating your
eggs. Transportation to
Seattle required. $2500
compensation.
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206-285-4855
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`Gaslight' terrifies with superb acting despite script
so loud the seats in the audience vibrate.
While the set consists of one room in yellow wallpaper, doors open and walls unfold
to reveal unseen spaces that hide secrets. And
the constant noise of the gaslight, a steady insistent hiss, pecks at the audience's consciousness just as it does at Bella's. These carefully
chosen effects serve to unsettle the viewer's
conviction that Bella may or may not insane.
The best part of this show, however, is neither the set nor the lights nor the sound, but
the incredible acting. David Ivers as Mr.
Mannigham terrifies and confounds with his
mind games. His chemistry with Suzanne
Bouchard is fabulous to watch.
A. Bryan Humphrey, who plays the Scottish inspector, is energetic and quite funny.
Best of all is Suzanne Bouchard as Bella.
From the beginning, her responses to her
husband's touch hint that all is not well in the
Manningham family. Her slow deterioration
creeps up on the audience until her final fall,
which is triumphant and heartbreaking.
All in all, "Gaslight" takes you on qt.ite a
ride. The play runs until Nov. 18. Showtimes
are Wednesday through Saturday at 7 p.m. ,
with 2 p.m. matinees on Sundays. Enter carefully, because the drop at the end is heavy.

> BY KATHRYN PHILBROOK
If you have never been to a production by
Tacoma Actor's Guild, their current show,
"Gaslight," is an excellent introduction. You
will be terrified. You will be astounded. You
will hold your breath. You will bite your nails.
While the script is not exactly stellar, the
final product shows audiences just how good
TAG can be. Director Leland Patton took an
intriguing, if not polished script, and created
a conceptual show of breathtaking impact.
The play opens with a husband and wife,
Jack and Bella Maimingham, in the late Victorian period at tea-time. They appear to be a
happy couple, affectionate and warm. However, the plot soon reveals an unhappy wife,
who thinks she is going insane, and a less-than
tolerant husband. The play delves even further, to reveal an emotionally abusive relationship and a world where the boundaries between sanity and insanity are blurred.
The weakness in this production is the
script, itself. It was written in England in the
early 1920s, and the language of the play reflects the stilted grandiosity audiences used to
expect from theater.
Characters spend most of their time making speeches to each other rather than communicating in the sharp dialogue we have become used to through television.
Also, the majority of the action of the play
happens fifteen years before the play even begins. Any action the audience sees comes
mostly from the spirited retelling of dark secrets. However, Leland Patton salvages the
intriguing ideas in the script through his technical virtuosity and choice of fine actors.

Photo coto.sy of Dow Coegory Meyer

INTERROGATION — David Ivers as Mr. Manningham and Suzanne as Bella, his wife,
confessing each other's secrets in 'Gaslight,' a Tacoma Actor's Guild production.

Ron Geier 's terrifying sound design, together with Jeff Cook's monochromatic set,
work together to create a feeling of isolation

and terror. Low, grinding noises plague Bella
Manningham as walls collapse and enclose
her in darkness. Sometimes these noises are

Simplicity lies at the heart of `Ico'
> BY RYAN J. PAYTON
Much like a breakthrough foreign film, the
release of Sony's "Ico" for PlayStation 2 has
the entire game industry buzzing with excitement while remaining well below the radar of
the average consumer. "Ico" is a special type
of game that surfaces maybe once every two
years. It's a game that moves interactive entertainment away from archetypical themes
and brings the medium closer to being a recognized art form.
"Ico" has no busty women, bloody action
sequences or any of the other components that
sell games today. Instead, it focuses on simplicity. But despite its simple gameplay, "Ico"
masterfully entices players and tugs on their
emotions with its beautiful scenery and instantly lovable characters. The end result is
an absolutely enjoyable and almost tranquil
gaming experience that will forever change the DAMSEL IN DISTRESS — !co storms the castle to save the woman Yorda.
standard for what a quality game should be.
As suggested in its name, simplicity lies at the heart of "Ico." "Ico" feels more like a dream than a game. Abstract scenery,
The player controls a 12-year-old boy named Ico who was such as sounds of tunnel winds and crashing water, paint a
fantastic picture. The game is also laced with a sense of spiricaptured and buried alive in a huge castle because he was born
tuality. The young pair give off the persona of innocence and
with horns.
At the game's onset, Ico manages to escape from his tomb purity as young Ico experiences a heavy amount of self-sacribut soon finds another imprisoned soul — a strange, almost fice in order to aid this strange woman. Yorda's divinity is
blindingly white young woman named Yorda. Sharing neither suggested through her soft movements and strikingly transa common language nor a similar age group (Yorda appears to parent white image.
While "Ico"'s achievements are nothing short of revolube in her late teens), the two merely hold hands and attempt to
tionary, one musn't forget the most important aspect of a game:
escape from the humongous and deadly castle.
The gameplay consists of a series of puzzles that make up how fun it is. Thankfully, "Ico" is a blast to play, high aesthe couple's journey to freedom. The player is placed in the thetic qualities aside.
Much like the unknown foreign film, "Ico" is not a game to
shoes of Ico, who must aid the less-agile Yorda through a varishow off to your friends or make a great fuss about. Rather,
ety of deadly traps and terrain. All this is laid underneath the
most beautiful and lush environments ever conceived in a video "Ico" should be enjoyed on its own terms, as a quiet and brilgame. Bright, animated trees and violent waterfalls provide liant accomplishment that should be marveled as a huge step
fantastic eye candy and further diversify the game's rather quiet, in bringing games closer to the level of a respect art medium.
ambient soundtrack.
Not surprisingly, at times it is difficult to focus on the serious task at hand when surrounded by such beautiful scenery,
but one must endeavor the usually daunting task of completTITLE ICO
ing the game's puzzles. Feeling neither too difficult nor too
easy, the puzzles in "Ico" are well-thought-out and satisfying.
Only on a few occasions do the puzzles lead to frustration, and
that is usually due to misunderstanding rather than an element
PRICE $49.99
of poor game design.
As hinted previously, the aspect that sets "Ico" apart from
PLATFORM PLAYSTAT1011 2
any other game is its emotional and spiritual qualities. At times
Photo comosy of ndeogattestom
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Produced by Tacoma Actor's Guild
Playing at Theater on the Square
915 Broadway, downtown Tacoma
Tue., Thur., Sun. at 7:00 p.m.
Wed., Fri., Sat. at 8:00 p.m.
Wed., Sat., Sun., at 2:00 p.m.
'tickets are S20-S28
Call for tickets at (253) 272-2145
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RDG dancers to perform on mainstage
> BY DAVID HOUGH
With an assemblage of
180 dancers, the Repertory
Dance Group this semester
certainly lives up to its name.
It's no wonder really, considering that everyone who auditions is cast. Even so, with
a host of performances ranging from hip-hop to ballet,
this semester's fall RDG production will prove to be the
one of the finest and most
widely mixed shows the six
year ()id group has staged.
This fall's production
opens at 7 p.m. Thursday,
Nov. 15 in the Norton-Clapp
Theatre and runs through Saturday, Nov. 17, including an
afternoon matinee Nov. 17.
Admission costs five dollars
for UPS students and seven
dollars for the public.
Photo courtesy of Mo Oiela
This fall semester's RDG
RDG
gears
up
for
Fall
semester
production.
"I
JUST
WANT
TO
DANCE!"
—
show will incorporate 20
dances, with hardly any repetition of availability and ability, members are spelling something out with your feet),
music or genre, all ranging from three grouped into dances. While most pieces and it's easy and fun," Brown said.
Jemma Lotzer, another choreographer,
and a half to four minutes long. There have roughly 12 to 15 dancers, one has
as many as 35; another has as few as five. described her portion of the show as
will also be a grand finale.
"This show will be very appealing to These clusters then perform individual funkified ballet dancing to Jurassic Five
by a group of white girls trying to do hip
the audience because of its range of credances according to the group's focus.
ativity. It's almost two hours but it
"It's dehumanizing. On stage the hop.
"It's funny, but it's not hard. They (the
doesn't feel like it because of the condancers become shapes without bodies.
stant change," Brett Broek, the President There's alot of awkward body-movement dancers) come from all different levels,
of RDG who is also a dancer, said. "It's. and handstanding acrobatics," Brock said. but they all look wonderful. You couldn't
controlled chaos at best."
"But it isn't gloomy," choreographer tell who had prior experience or any at
Hardly unorganized from the Liz Brown said. Brown chose to do her all. They look damn nice," Lotze said.
Tianna Krochn-Ching, another chorespectator's view, RDG dancers are bro- piece as a tribute to Aaliyah and her song
ographer, has a different perspective.
ken down into different groups under 28 "Are You that Somebody?"
"It's just about dancing. Anything you
choreographers. When auditioning, each
"We do alot of freestyle — like
dancer ranks which dance he or she seawalking (a move not like have, anything to feel, anything to say,
would like to be in. From there, upon moonwalking, but more like shuffling or dance it," Krochn-Ching said.

Cult classic continues at Blue Mouse
als. It may be difficult to catch the gist of the movie if you
haven't rented it before. To help you feel a little less out of
the loop, there are websites you can go to which have scripts
Halloween's come and gone. The candy has been put away
for audience call/response.
and you've stowed your black cloak and white face paint in
What has made this movie so popuyour closet. Yet you feel a sense of longlar? How did this pseudo-cult begin? It
ing. You feel an overwhelming urge to
was originally written as a musical for
pull on some fishnet tights, paint your lips
stage and performed in London, but Lou
black and parade around with other flamIf you've never
Adler and Michael White, the creators,
boyantly dressed folks.
had always intended for their creation
Never fear! You need not wait until
seen this movie in
to morph from stage to film.
next Oct. 31. You can go to the Rocky
the theater before,
Released in 1975, this homage/parody
Horror Picture Show every Saturday at the
of '50s horror movies was a smashing
Blue Mouse Theater and explore the uniyou are considered
success. Mixing rock and roll with sci-fi
versal themes of revenge, lust, sex, death
cliches and throwing in a bit of sexual
and green eye shadow.
a virgin, and should
perversion, the movie taps into the conFor those of you not familiar with the
anyone in the audifused consciousness of the '70s.
movie, here's a quick run-down. Going
At the heart of the film are Brad and
to see the Rocky Horror Picture Show will
ence find out, you
Janet, two good-hearted hometown kids
tear down the boundaries between film,
may be subjected
who just got engaged. They accidentheater, improvisation, cult worship and
tally end up in the home of Dr. Frank N
strip shows.
to such humiliaFurter, a mad scientist/transvestite/alien
You have a movie projected on a
tions as being
spy who sucks them into his world of
screen, starring Tim Curry (his film desexual liberation and experimentation.
but) and Susan Sarandon, and also featurforced to fake an
Brad and Janet find themselves
ing Meatloaf.
orgasm onstage or
strangely loving their new sexual roles,
You have a live cast of characters actbut when Frank N Furter is killed by coing out the movie on a stage between the
being dressed as a
horts from his home planet, the young
audience and the movie screen.
human tampon.
are left alone in the mist, wearing
You have an audience participating in
99 lovers
corsets and high heels, unable to return
the action by calling out memorized reto their old world and yet unable to retorts to the screen, dancing to the "Time
main in the new.
Warp" and throwing rice and other strange
For people who see this movie every
items into the air. And, of course, to start
weekend, a trip to see Rocky Horror is like a weekend in Frank
off the celebrations, you have the initiation of virgins.
N Furter's castle: a moment of exotic liberation in a place
Rocky Horror virgins, that is.
where everyone is equally extreme.
If you've never seen this movie in a theater before, you
So if you're in the mood for some freewheeling action, or
are considered a virgin, and should anyone else in the theater find out, you may be subjected to such humiliations as if you're just bored and horny on a Saturday night, catch The
Rocky Horror Picture Show at the Blue Mouse Theater on
being forced to fake an orgasm onstage or being dressed as a
Proctor. You might feel more comfortable going with a group,
human tampon.
and keep in mind that the crazier you look, the more likely
Also be warned: there are people that see this movie every single Saturday night. They have the script memorized. you are to fit in. Therefore, follow my bidding and go dance
the Time Warp and enjoy the Elbow Sex.
They have a script of their own. They perform their own ritu-

`Riding in Cars With
Boys' stalls out cold

t

> BY KEN HARTFORD
I went to the movies and
none of the movies looked
appealing in the least. I
looked at the lady at the
ticket counter and promptly
asked her to give me a
ticket to the next movie that
was playing. I don't think
I even looked at my ticket until I was about 50 steps
from the actual theater. The movie "Riding in Cars
With Boys" was my unavoidable destination. For
more than two hours I sat in silence, pleading with
some higher entity above to pardon my cruel and unusual punishment.
This movie is just plain bad. The script was awful,
the acting terrible and the storyline simply lame. I
could go into more detail, but it really wouldn't be
worth your time to read it.
I think this movie had something to do with Drew
Barrymore's character coming of age and learning the
real responsibilities of life, but I'm not really sure. Apparently this movie is based on the real story of
Beverley D'Onofirio's life. Since I haven't read the
book I should restrain myself from saying that the
movie did not do the book justice, but I won't. Instead I will say that there is no possible way any book
could have been as bad and pointless as this movie.
Writing books is difficult work, especially if they are
true stories about yourself.
This movie tries to attract people to it simply because Drew Barrymore is playing a real-life girl dealing with real-life problems. This movie had the potential to be great; sadly, it did not get anywhere near
its potential.
I don't want this article to drag on any longer than
it has to, so simply put, "Riding in Car's With Boys"
is a waste of two hours. Instead of seeing this movie,
I suggest stare at grass. It has better character development, is more interesting and has no script, which
is better than a bad script.

t

> BY KATHRYN PHILBROOK

Video Pick of the Week:
"The Shawshank Redemption"
This is probably one of my favorite movies. First
off, you have an amazing cast including Morgan Freeman and Tim Robbins. These guys are perfect together.
Second, you have an amazing director: Frank Darabont.
This guy is a Jedi master. Third, an amazing story and
script. All these things combine to create one of the
most moving movies that has graced American cinema.
The tag line to this film is an amazing description:
"Fear can hold you prisoner, hope can set you free."
The movie is the story about two prisoners who have
an interesting and almost magical effect on each other.
What also makes "The Shawshank Redemption"
a truly great movie is the fact that you can watch it
over and over again and still find it just as enjoyable
as the first time.

SI

a
* don't waste your time
** wait for the video
***nothing better to do
***4. worth the
04 ticket price
***** run, don't walk
to the theater
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"Goose Music" unwinds a twisted adventure
> BY BETTE MUIRHEAD

01-

"Goose Music" is not the lighthearted,
feel-good novel the quote from Publishers Weekly on the back cover would have
you believe.
Rather, it is a haunting and, to a certain extent, disturbing tale that leaves the
reader more than a little confused at its
abrupt conclusion.
"Goose Music" is the second book
from author Richard Horan, a high
school English teacher from Wisconsin.
It is the story of Leslie Siconski's search
for details regarding the life and death
of his brother Charlie. Charlie, an agoraphobic who spent ten years scheduled
in the famliy home after his mother's
death in a car accident that almost took
his life as well, disappeared mysteriously
five years ago.
Leslie and his sister Mary have no
clues as to Charlie's whereabouts until a
few days after the death of their father,
when they receive a call from a Sauk
County detective. He informs them that
Charlie has been found dead of hypotermia, his body badly beaten and
scalped and deposited on an old Native
American burial mound outside of
Baraboo, Wisconsin.
Leslie 'sets off to identify the body
and hopefully learn what his brother has
done with the last five years of his life.
What he finds is a twisted and confusing adventure filled with Native American vision
quests, circus performers, Ho-Chunk tribe deities, Charlie's multiple lovers, an androgynous
detective, Buffalo Bill reincarnated and, of

'

course, "goose music."
Leslie discovers that his panic-prone
brother has become something of a legend in
this small town. To the local Ho-Chunk Indian tribe, he is one of their gods reincarnated.
To the performers and wide-eyed children at

the Circus World Museum, he is a
regular, a masterful trumpet player
and comedic attraction wandering
the grounds with an ice cream cone
in hand. To the old German farmer
whose land he lives on, he is like a
second son. To his lovers — a wellendowed librarian, an abused Romanian trapeze artist and a Celtic
botanist — he is romantic and kind:
the man of their dreams.
The book starts off slow. The beginning is written in an awkward
third person that then changes to an
even more awkward first person. To
really get into it you must make it
through the first 50 pages or so. After that point, though the writing itself still leaves something to be desired, the plot quickly picks up
enough to intrigue even the pickiest
of readers.
If you make it past the beginning,
you won't be able to put "Goose Music" down until you are done. The
end of the book contains a surprising plot twist. It will leave you questioning everything you've read,
wondering what is truth and what is
fiction. Don't read this one late at
night unless you don't mind staying
up to process it after you reach the
last page. Even with the weak writing, "Goose Music" is a story that
will pull you in and keep you turning the page
until you finally reach the last one at which
point you'll wonder if maybe there aren't a
couple more out there that somehow didn't get
put in.

New Kittredge exhibits explore concept of time

•

Mixed media of oil paintings and
blown glass stir imagination
> BY KATHLEEN SULLIVAN

S-

I

"Thinking Balloon" and "Moment Boundaries" are the two
intriguing titles of the new art collections currently on display
in Kittredge Gallery. The gallery is exhibiting the assemblage
of blown glass of Miyuki Shinkai and the paintings of Andre
Samson until Nov. 15:
More interesting than the titles of each's collection are the
artist's statements. Shinkai, artist of "Thinking Balloon," is a
Vancouver B.C. native and studied at Pilchuck Glass School
and Chiluly Studio. She says her work is an attempt to show
what comes out of people's mind on an unseen level. She tries
to show what is untouchable in people's thought and imagination. Shinkai writes, "In our modern society, despite development of high technology to make our lives speedy and
convenient...our prOblems only become greater."
One glance at her pieces of blown glass reveals what Shinkai
speaks of in her statement. In one piece titled "Thought
Bubbles," several blue pieces of glass resembling floating soap
suds sit motionless. They appear to be paused in time.
The titles of her other pieces continue her tranquil theme:
"Sigh," "Time Capsule," "Resting Thought". Although all of
her pieces contain glass, Shinkai varies her work by combining the glass with mixed media such as wood and fabric.
Samson's artist statement also delves into the element of
time. Samson has a B.F.A. from Cornish College and will be
giving a talk about his work on Thursday, Nov. 15, at 4 p.m. in
the gallery. He poses a philosophical question to his viewers:
"When the future ends and the past begins, is there a
present?...My work explores the edges of a moment."
Samson's pieces are oil paintings on wood panels. The geometric, block-like shape of his panels contrast sharply with the
cylindrical, hoop-like structures in the painting. The panels all
have numerous circles on them in addition to straight lines running over what looks like dripping paint. Because there are•no
clearly identifiable objects in the paintings, the color interaction and plentiful layers are highlighted. These unaligned panels require the patience of a "Magic Eye" poster; the longer
you look, previously unseen color emerges from the multiple
layers.
Kittredge Art Gallery is on the east side of campus, located
on the northeast corner of 15th and Lawrence. These two displays are there from Oct. 31— Nov.15. The hours are Monday-Friday, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., and Sunday 1 p.m.-4 p.m. Admission is free.

KITTREDGE EXHIBIT
Clockwise from top right: From Andre
—

Gene Samson's Moment Boundaries: Orange, 2001 and Primary
2001, From Miyuki Shinkai's Glass
& Mixed Media Wise Teaching Everyday from Buddhism Calendar
Painting: days 11, 23, and 31.

CA95 464-U-S-t-OvIle tAtee

David Hough photo

Dylan Kahler
Sophomore
Redding, California
(That's NORTHERN
California.)
Studio Art Major
The Trail.- Dyl, what's that
you're stepping in?
Dylan Kahler: It's a project for
a class called 3-D Fundamentals.
It's the most personal piece we've
done in the class. I remembered the
pair of shoes from when I was a kid,
and I recently found the same pair.
The assignment was to take something small to you and make it bigger, you animate it in that sense. I
learned to tie my shoes on this pair,
kind of my first brush with independence, that's why the laces are
so big and cartoon-like.
T. Is sculpture your preferred
medium?
DK: As of right now I am leaning towards a focus on sculpture
because I think art you can interact
with is more interesting than a 2-D
surface.
T: Why do you enjoy art?
DK: I've always understood the
world through creativity. Visual art
has been my way of expression
since I was a little kid.
T. What do you plan on doing
with your Studio Art degree?
DK: I'd like to pursue a career in sculpture. I'd also like to someday illustrate children's books.
T. Do you think UPS lacks anything in the artistic community?
DK: We_ definiteley lacked a
sculpture program until Mike
Johnson came. I'm looking forward
to the construction of a new sculpture building. It will include a welding studio, woodshop, and it will
be a lot bigger than the current student facilities.
T: What do you like most about
the art community here?
DK: It's a fairly intellectual
community, most student art I've

seen I've been very impressed with.
T: What kind of art do you like
to do on your own time?
DK: I really like clay, I like getting my hands dirty, I really like 3Interviewed by Megan Gaylord
D stuff.
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Yankees hated, despised
> BY TYLER ROUSH
Before I begin, let me make it abundantly clear. I hate the New York Yankees.
I hate every last one of their 26
World Championships and with an
equal fervor despise their 38 American
League pennants.
I loathe owner George Steinbrenner
and everything he represents. He is a
symbol of the commercialization of our national pastime, a
man who never thought success couldn't be borrowed, rented,
or' purchased for the right multi-million-dollar price.
I do not hate Babe Ruth, Mickey Mantle or Lou
Gehrig, players of my boyhood admiration, and I am fully
aware that my duplicitous nature leaves my integrity severely compromised.
I do, however, hate Reggie Jackson, perhaps baseball's most
overrated player. What else can you call a Hall of Famer with
563 career home runs but also a baseball record 2597 career
strikeouts, a rather pedestrian .262 batting average, an equally
mundane (by Hall standards) .490 slugging percentage, and that
played defense like a mildly intoxicated mule? Alright, besides
"Mr. October."
I have reserved
an exceptional degree of ire for Roger
... a special layer of
Clemens, a man who
never threw a high,
hell will be
Mike Piazza-bound
created specifically
fastball he didn't
like.
I furthermore
for bat throwers,
believe that a special
wedged somewhere
layer of hell will be
created specifically
between the traitors
for bat-throwers,
and the falsifiers
wedged somewhere
between the traitors
and the falsifiers.
That said, I have
but one final comment for those New York Yankees, they of
the 8,792 regular season victories and 182 postseason victories: Thank you.
Thank you for every last one of those 26 championships
and 38 pennants, for Steinbrenner and that $100-million price
tag, for the ghosts of Roth, Mantle and Gehrig, for Mr. October and his 563 bombs and 2,597 whiffs, and for giving Roger
Clemens the opportunity to hurl chunks of bat at All-Star catchers in Game 2 of a certain 2000 World Series.
Thank you for your golden legacy of boundless success, for without it, last Sunday's thrilling conclusion to
the 2001 World Series would have been stripped of a bit of
its magic. Without it, Luis Gonzalez's Series-winning bloop
single into short center field, over the head of Yankee shiirtstop Derek Jeter (whom I also hate), would have lost its
magnificent, dragon-slaying aura. Without it, Game 7 of
the 2001 World Series would not be remembered as one of
the most magical, most shocking, and most memorable
games in baseball history.
Indeed, thank you, New York Yankees. For had you
not consistently played Goliath for so many years, the
Arizona Diamondbacks would never have been given the
chance to be David.
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NCAA Part II: Return of the Snub
Volleyball second UPS team denied national bid
> BY DOUG SPRAGUE
The Puget Sound women's volleyball team entered
their last two games with the conference title and a trip to
the postseason in their grasp. They finished the weekend
as co-conference champions but with no ticket to the
NCAA tournament.
The Loggers faced off against Whitworth on Friday,
Nov. 2 in a battle of the top two teams in the Northwest
conference. On Saturday, Nov. 3, the Loggers finished their
regular season against Whitman.
On stake Nov. 2 at Memorial Fieldhouse was first place
in the Northwest conference. The Loggers had it, and the
Pirates of Whitworth wanted a piece of it. The conference
champion also receives an automatic berth in the NCAA
tournament. Both teams were ready to play; both teams
were fully aware of what was at stake. This drive was reflected in the scores of the five games: 30-26, 30-27, 2430, 29-31 and 13-15.
"It was definitely the biggest game of our season, and
we all wanted it bad," senior Trisha Kawamoto said.
"We knew the match was critical to keep control of our
fate in postseason play." Coach Mark Massey added.
The first two games were hotly contested, with the Loggers pulling out each game in the final few points. These
two games produced 22 ties and almost as many heart attacks for both Massey and Whitworth's coach Steve Rupe.
Karen Elmgren was the dominant player in the first two
games for the Loggers, delivering 15 kills, including ten
in the second game.
After taking the first two games, the Loggers came out
flat and uninspired for game three.
"We came out with an attitude that we weren't going to
have to work as hard as the first two games," Elmgren said.
The most frustrating things for Massey were the disorganization and lack of execution that plagued his team for
games three and four. The Loggers struggled in almost
every facet of the game. The passes that had been perfect
for Elmgren and Adrianne Ougendal were just a little off,
the blocks were deflected to the wrong spots, the serves
went either long or wide and the kills that had been perfectly placed during the first two games were landing long.
"We had a good game plan against Whitworth, but we
did not always execute it consistently," Massey said.
"The disorganization was due mostly to our lack of resolve to finish the match," Elmgren said "It was as if we
thought the win would just' come . to us, but good teams
don't roll over and die for you."
Kawamoto summed it.up even more concisely.
"We just made too many mistakes."
Game five started out as a repeat of game three, with
the Loggers looking completely confused. Puget Sound
managed to right itself and come back from a 7-1 deficit,
getting more key kills from Elmgren. It wasn't enough,
though, as Withworth's Kristen Turner scored two consecutive kills to end the game.
"If you look at the stats, we played a solid game — just
not exceptional, and exceptional was needed," Massey said.
Puget Sound regrouped for the Nov. 3 match and dis-

/low Fung phalo

SLIGHTED? — Karen Elmgren and a teammate
attempt to block a Whitworth hitter in the Nov. 2 battle
for the conference title. The Loggers fell to the Pirates in

-

five games, giving Whitworth the automatic Northwest
Conference berth at the national tournament leaving
UPS hoping for an NCAA bid that would never come.
posed of Whitman in three games, 30-26, 30-20 and 30-19.
The Loggers needed this game to keep a share of the conference title and to send their seniors off with a final regular
season victory. The Loggers did not expect this to be their
last game of the season, but that is exactly what it was.
Puget Sound was passed over by the NCAA selection
committee despite their strong credentials. Massey has his
beliefs on why the Loggers were passed over:
"St. Olaf, the #11-ranked team in the nation, was leR sitting at home as well. It's actually an issue I've been expressing concern about for a couple of years. From some conversations I've had since the selections, I feel the selection committee played it safe, letting teams with slightly higher numerical "strength" ratings into the tournament even though
anyone who knows anything about D-III volleyball could
tell our schedule was clearly against better teams."
Massey definitely does not agree with the decision
though. "We unquestionably DID deserve to be in the tournament," he said.
"When your sights are set on post-season play — and
you've proven you are one of the better teams in the nation, yet not selected to participate — you can't avoid feeling like you've been kicked in the stomach," Massey added.
"We do belong at Regionals, but it is out of our hands,
and blaming the NCAA will not send us to Regionals,"
Elmgren said.
She is going to remember what happened and use it as
motivation for next season.
"It just means every game next season will mean a whole
lot more. I can't wait for the challenge, and neither can the
rest of the team."

Loggers of the Week
Ads lane Ougendal

Monroe, Wash.

Portland Ore.

Year: Sophomore
Position: Swing Hitter
Major: Business
First team A.11-Conference
20r0 & 2001

Karen Elmgren

"The team this year... the
girls the experience —
we learned a lot of
different lessons. We
learned we're in charge of
what's to come."

Year: Junior
Position: Middle
Major: Foreign Languages
& International
Affairs — French
First team All-Conference
2000 & 2001

"At/lough it was a
disappointing end to our
season, 9 feel fortunate to
play volleyball with such a
great group of people."
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UPS soars to victory in dogfight with Pacific Lutheran
> BY KEVIN FORD
The Puget Sound men's soccer team
finished its season on a high note Nov.
3, defeating cross-town rival Pacific
Lutheran University 2-0 on a sunny day
at the East Athletic Field.
The team was celebrating Senior Day,
but freshman Anthony Fioretti stole the
show and scored once in each half to lead
11, the Loggers to a 2-0 Northwest Conference victory over PLU.
Sophomore Justin Hughes and junior
Chris Raymond both assisted Fioretti on
the first goal at the 10:52 mark. Hughes
played the ball into the box, Raymond
redirected it to Fioretti on the right side
$ and the freshman from Auburn, Wash.
beat the Lute keeper.
Neither teem could score midway
through the second halfuntil Fioretti took
care of that at 69:12. The goal came after Adam Vance passed a long ball that
Hughes chased down and passed to
43.
Fioretti, who tucked it inside the left post.
The Lutes showed some frustration
as they were hit with two red cards in

the final 20 minutes and played two men
down. No doubt angry about another
upcoming loss to UPS, the Lutes'
Thamer Alabdullah kicked a Logger
player in disgust, but the referee immediately gave him a red card and taunted,
"Happy trails."
Senior Ryan Wittstruck also showed
no mercy for the Lutes, recording the
shutout in goal for the Loggers with six
saves on the day. Puget Sound had nine
corner kicks to six for the Lutes, and they
out-shot PLU 22-14.
The Loggers end their winning season at 12-7-1 and 8-5-1 in Northwest
Conference play. The Lutes finish 6-8-2
on the year and 5-7-2 in league play.
With a fourth-place finish in the
NWC, the Loggers won't be participating in the NCAA tournament. UPS
had been predicted to finish first in the
conference, but a tough weekend in
mid-October eliminated any hopes of
a league title.
Despite being bumped from playoff
contention, the Loggers made the most
out of their final games.

Adam Vance, a graduating senior
from Edgewood, Wash., summed up his
career as "a great four years. ... We
didn't do as well as we liked at times,
but I couldn't ask for anything more."
David Ludwin, Erik Nielsen, Jordan
Plapinger, Vance and Wittstruck should
be recognized as part of the first team to
receive a Northwest Conference men's
soccer title in Puget Sound history and
the first men's soccer team to advance
to an NCAA III National Championship
tournament. During their four years they
have posted a 50-26-5 overall record and
a 34-19-4 NWC record.
"We peaked at the right time, but
we just ran out of games. I talked to
the kids about Puget Sound pride. ...
We showed that; we built a foundation for the future," Reece Olney,
who on Saturday got his 90th win as
UPS head coach, said.
Although the team didn't achieve all
that it had hoped for, it did play with
pride, winning six of its last eight games
and beating rival PLU for the sixth consecutive year.

Elise Day photo

FLYING HIGH — Loggers gave it their all Nov. 3 in their
final game of the season against Pacific Lutheran. Early
losses hurt UPS and kept the team from rising beyond
fourth in the Northwest Conference. The win over PLU
marked the 90th win for head coach Reece Olney and
provided a snapshot of future Logger talent.

Loggers spread their water wings
4
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Aaron Fung photo

UNDERWHELMING — The Loggers continued to build on their winless
season, falling to Eastern Oregon, handing the Mountaineers their first win of
the season. The team was unable to capitalize on a 14-0 lead in the second
quarter, allowing EOU to score 18 unanswered points, winning the game 14-18.

Loggers KO'd in bout with EOU
> BY TYLER ROUSH

4
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"Amanda and Susanne took last year off, and
they looked in great form considering so much time
Warner Pool may have seen a quiet fall, but the
off," he said.
University of Puget Sound swim team made up for
While the Logger men were unable to grab gold
the silence last weekend, hosting two meets to kick
in the meet, several individual swimmers were able
off their 2001-02 season.
to claim top honors in their events, including freshOptimism is a good word to describe the men's
man Tag Veal, who won the 100 fly. Sophomore
and women's swim teams this year, and there's Justin Brooks helped carry the Loggers with firstgood reason to be optimistic after a plethora of place finishes in both the 50 free and 100 back, along
strong performances helped
with a first-place finish from
introduce the team to intercolsenior Sherwin Baghai in the
legiate competition Nov. 2
100 breaststroke.
... racing was outwhen UPS hosted Central
The Loggers hosted yet
Washington University.
another
meet Nov. 3, featurstanding regardless
"Races were tight, as they
ing many top teams from the
the gender, regardalways are against CWU,"
Northwest, including meet
head coach Chris Myhre said.
champions Seattle University.
less the team. It was
"We had a capacity crowd as
"The teams that did commit
an amazing meet.
the Logger women won and the
to our relay meet left fans and
men came up short, but both
competitors both with the im-Chris Myhre
meets were fantastic."
pression that this will be an outSwimming Coach
The Logger women finstanding season," Myhre said.
ished on top in the dual meet
While the meet was two
*A:4o
against CWU, ousting the *.7.eve
teams short of being considWildcats with a score of 110 to
ered complete, the competition
CWU's 94. The men were not able to repeat the provided the Loggers with the opportunity to size up
success, falling to the Wildcats 90 to 113.
area swimmers in preparation for the season ahead.
The women looked to older team members for
The events featured on Nov. 3 were all relays and
leadership, and the returnees came up big with the
came down to razor-thin wins, according to Myhre.
help of first-place finishes from sophomore Amanda
"Coaches have no way of knowing how the other
Didier in the 100 breaststroke, freshman Tara (coaches) will structure their team relays, but racDiversi in the 800 free, senior Mari Gantner in the ing was outstanding regardless the gender, regard50 free, and junior Susanne Olson in the 100 fly.
less the team. It was an amazing meet," he said.
Senior Carla Fellers pushed the Loggers further
The Loggers will travel to Willamette Univerahead with her second-place finish in the 100-meter
sity this weekend before returning home to hit the
free with a time of 59.77, a time good enough for water against Linfield Nov. 17. Willamette, who finan NCAA National "B" qualification.
ished in last place at the relay events Nov. 3, will
Myhre was pleased to see so many swimmers
still be tough competition, according to Myhre.
finish in the top of their competition, particularly
"They are a competitive squad, so our hands will
Didier and Olson, who are returning after a year off be full," he said. "We will need to be at our best if
from the sport.
we hope to win."

> BY BROOK IRVING

Like a bout between two aging prizefighters, drunk with exhaustion and a
lifetime of abuse, only one thing could
be said about last Saturday's clash between 0-7 Eastern Oregon and equally
winless UPS: something's gotta give.
Well, something definitely gave.
The Loggers, up 14-0 with 11:31 remaining in the second quarter, allowed
Eastern Oregon to score 18 unanswered
points, and the visiting Mountaineers
rallied to defeat the Loggers 14-18.
Again, the Loggers' poor defense
against the run, coupled with an impotent
rushing attack of their own, spelled doom
for UPS. Eastern Oregon limited UPS to
193 yards total offense and just 55 yards
on the ground, while the Mountaineers
compiled 219 yards rushing alone.
Over the course of the season, the
Loggers have accumulated 441 total
rushing yards, or 55.1 yards per game.
In contrast, Willamette University
waltzed to 427 rushing yards in a single
game against the Loggers on Sept. 22.
On the season, Logger opponents have
amassed 2,153 total rushing yards, or
269.1 yards per game.
Despite the ignoble conclusion to the
Eastern Oregon game, Logger faithful
had reason to be encouraged early on.
At 14:09 in the second quarter, Logger
quarterback Bret Burton connected with
wide receiver Bryan Siu for a 33-yard
touchdown pass, capping a short threeplay drive. Senior Michael Cassaw's kick
made it 7-0 early in the second quarter.
The Logger defense did not yield to

the Mountaineers on their following
drive, allowing UPS to regain possession
with 11:52 left in the second quarter. Just
21 seconds later, tailback Chad Mahoe
found himself on the receiving end of a
14-yard touchdown pass from Burton.
Cassaw's kick made it 14-0. From that
point on, the Logger offense was missing in action.
The Mountaineer offense, however,
was just getting started. They answered with a touchdown of their own
on the following drive. Mountaineer
quarterback Aaron Hazel scored on a
one-yard keeper, but kicker Gabe
Minthorn botched the extra point,
leaving the score at 14-6 with 10:06
remaining in the first half.
Less than six minutes later, Eastern
Oregon engineered an eight-play, 44yard drive, capped by fullback Brian
Morriss' six-yard run. The Logger defense stifled the Mountaineers' two-point
conversion attempt, however, maintaining a 14-12 halftime lead.
Late in the third quarter, Eastern Oregon commenced a drive that sounded
the death knell for the Loggers' hopes
for the season's first win. The 16-play,
50-yard drive chewed nearly seven minutes of clock and ended in a six-yard pass
from Hazel to wide receiver Nick
Hannah. The two-point conversion again
failed, leaving the final at 14-18.
The loss dropped UPS to 0-8 overall and 0-4 in league play.
The Loggers look to get back on
track Nov. 10 when they travel to Pacific Lutheran University (5-2 overall,
3-1 league).
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FOOTBALL
at Pacific Lutheran — Saturday, Nov. 10, 1 p.m.

CROSS COUNTRY
at Willamette — Saturday, Nov. 10, 9 a.m.

SWIMMING
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at Willamette — Saturday, Nov. 10, noon
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Fri and Sat: 7:00 pm & 9:30pm
Sun: 6pm & 8:30pm
$1 for students, faculty and staff -
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By Ebola
,

That's right, America, you don't want to step
to this. Anthrax is a pathetic little b**** cornpared to the deadly brand of bioterrorism I bring
to the table. You want devastation-and destruction? You want internal and external bleeding
within a week of infection? Bring it on. Call up
anthrax if you want flu-like symptoms and a
cheap, easy cure. But if you're talking about
true social terror on a massive scale, Ebola is
the only way to go baby.
I can't believe all the attention anthrax is getting in the news these days. Just because one or
two senators and postal workers have gotten infected and a few people have died, you all have your collective panties in
one big bunch. Pathetic. Given the same chance, I could wipe out half the
Eastern seaboard without breaking a sweat.
Hell, anthrax isn't even a virus. Spores are for wussies, as far as I'm
concerned. Damn,, all that effort for one envelope and a couple of infections. You bring one organism infected with me into a crowded metropolitan area and the entire place will be one .big infectious death camp
within two weeks.
For now, I'll just sit back and watch the show. But if you're ready for
excitement, America, you know who to call. That's right. The biggest,
baddest motherf***in' virus the civilized world has ever seen. Ebola.
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The Combat Zone is intended as a SAMINCILITIM and, as such, has been physically set apart from the rest of the paper. The views and opinions expressed by
the Combat Zone do not necessarily reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS, concerned parties or the University of Puget Sound.

